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Abstract — In this paper, both experimental and numerical
simulations of the effects of ice accretion on a NACA 64-618
airfoil section with 7o angle of attack are presented. The wind
tunnel tests were conducted in a closed-circuit climatic wind
tunnel at Force Technology in Denmark. The changes of
aerodynamic forces were monitored as ice was building up on
the airfoil for glaze, rime and mixed ice. In the first part of the
numerical analysis, the resulted ice profiles of the wind tunnel
tests were compared to profiles estimated by using the 2D ice
accretion code TURBICE. In the second part, Ansys Fluent was
used to estimate the aerodynamic coefficients of the iced profiles.
It was found that both reduction of lift coefficient and increase of
drag coefficient is a nearly linear process. Mixed ice formation
causes the largest flow disturbance and thus the most lift
degradation. Whereas, the suction side of the rime iced ice
profile follows the streamlines quite well, disturbing the flow the
least. The TURBICE analysis agrees fairly with the profiles
produced during the wind tunnel testing.

I. INTRODUCTION
In cold climate areas with temperatures below 0oC and humid
environment for larger periods of the year icing represents an
significant threat to the performance and durability of wind
turbines (Tammelin et al. [1], Tallhaug et al. [2] and BaringGould et al. [3]). In this paper, both experimental and
numerical simulations of the effects of ice accretion on a
NACA 64-618 airfoil section are presented. The experiments
were performed in a closed-circuit climatic wind tunnel at
FORCE Technology in Denmark. Aerodynamic forces were
monitored throughout the icing process for 7o angle of attack
at different temperatures, which were used to ensure adequate
environment for the typical ice types, rime, glaze and mixed
ice, which threaten the operation of wind turbine.
There were already a number of wind tunnel tests conducted
on iced airfoils in the past. Seifert and Richert [4] and Jasinski
et al. [5] used artificial ice deposits during their experiments.
In case of Seifert and Richert’s tests [4], the molds were made
of actual ice fragments from a wind turbine, whereas Jasinski
et al. [5] simulated the ice profiles with Nasa’s ice accretion
code, LEWICE. Hochart et al. [6] performed two-phase
experiments. In the first phase, the ice deposit was grown and
then in the second phase, efficiency tests were performed. The

main difference from these tests and the ones presented in this
paper is the fact that the aerodynamic forces were monitored
as ice was accumulating. At the end of the tests, the ice
profiles were documented by contour tracing for further,
numerical analysis.
In the recent years, especially due to the increased computer
power, it became possible to determine the performance of
iced wind turbine much faster and more accurately with
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and panel method based
models. Homola et al. [7] have used a two-steps method,
combining TURBICE and Ansys Fluent to investigate the
effect of ice similarly on a NACA 64-618 profile. TURBICE
is comprehensive numerical ice accretion software from VTT,
Technical Research Centre of Finland, which uses panel
method to calculate the potential flow. It was verified by icing
wind tunnel testing of both aircraft and wind turbine airfoils.
The accuracy of the solution is dependent on the number of
the panels and their distribution around the section
(Makkonen et al., [8]). Homola et al. [7] found that the lift
coefficient was reduced in all cases and the smallest change
was observed in case of rime ice. During the CFD
simulations, it was found that the horn type glaze ice shape
causes the largest separation, which leads to a significantly
reduced lift and higher drag coefficient.
Etemaddar et al. [9] has also used the same profile in their
numerical analysis. In their study, they combined Nasa’s
LEWICE code with Ansys Fluent and pointed out that the ice
load increases with liquid water content (LWC), median
volumetric diameter (MVD) and relative wind speed.
The numerical simulations presented in this paper were
carried out in two parts. First, the collected ice profiles were
compared to profiles generated in TURBICE. In the second
part, numerical analyses were done on the iced profiles from
the wind tunnel tests in Ansys Fluent.
The aim of the wind tunnel tests was to investigate the
changes of aerodynamics as ice built up on the airfoil for
glaze, rime and mixed ice tests. The relative changes of lift
and drag coefficients along with the shape of the ice deposits
could be compared to results of the numerical analysis.
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II. ABBREVIATIONS AND NOMENCLATURE
AOA, α – angle of attack
CL – lift coefficient
CD – drag coefficient
D – drag force
Gice – gravity force of ice deposit
L – lift force
LWC – liquid water content
MVD – median volumetric diameter
SP – separation point
U – mean wind speed
III. METHODS
In this section, both experimental and numerical set-up of the
analyses is detailed.
A. Wind Tunnel Tests – Experimental Setup
The tests were performed in the Collaborative Climatic
Wind Tunnel (CWT) at FORCE Technology. The wind tunnel
was developed and built as a collaboration project between
Technical University of Denmark and FORCE Technology.
The main specifications are listed in TABLE I.
TABLE I BASIC SPECIFICATIONS OF THE WIND TUNNEL (based on Georgakis
et al. [10])
Temperature
-5 to 40 oC
Minimum liquid water content (LWC)
0.2 g/m3
Test section cross-sectional area
2.0x2.0 m
Test section length
5m
Maximum wind speed velocity
31 m/s
Turbulence intensity
0.6 to 20 %

NACA 64-618 airfoil section (900 mm chord length and
1350 mm width) provided by LM Wind Power was used
during the experiments. A pair of AMTI MC5 force and
torque transducers was used to measure the loading
simultaneously around 6 degrees of freedom. Based on the
measured forces (Fx and Fy), which are visualized in Fig. 1,
and the known angle of attack (α) and wind speed (U), the lift
(L) and drag (D) forces along with the weight of ice (Gice) can
be calculated.

Fig. 1. Forces acting on the iced airfoil. Fy and Fx are directly measured by
the force transducers and based on these and the known angle of attack and
wind speed (U), the lift (L) and drag (D) forces along with the weight of ice
(Gice) can be calculated.

The tests were performed by first setting the target wind
speed and temperature in the test section. A constant angle of
attack, 7o was used in these experiments. As soon as the target
temperature was reached, the water spray, and thus in-cloud
environment, was set. For glaze and mixed ice tests, 15 m/s

wind speed was applied during ice build-up while for the rime
ice test due to the limitation of the wind tunnel’s cooling unit,
it was necessary to reduce the wind speed to 10 m/s in order
to ensure cold enough temperature. The ice accretion process
was running for 60 minutes and every five minutes the forces
were measured. Based on the force measurements, not only
the aerodynamic forces but also the gravity force of the
accumulated ice was calculated. In order to study the pure
effect of the altered airfoil profile, this force was subtracted
from the lift measurements. At the end of the tests, the ice
profiles were documented by contour tracing and were used in
the numerical simulation part.
The flow in a wind tunnel is different from that, which
occurs in the free-air due to the presence of the tunnel walls,
therefore the measurements were corrected by following
ESDU 76028, Lift-interference and blockage corrections for
two-dimensional subsonic flow in ventilated and closed windtunnels methodology [11].
The specifications of the presented tests are summarized in
TABLE II. The temperatures listed here are the mean values
of the established temperature during the tests. The MVD and
LWC values are target values based on the specification of
the manufacturer of the spray nozzles (Schick [12]).
TABLE II THE SPECIFICATION OF THE PRESENTED TESTS.
Glaze ice test
Mixed ice test
Rime ice test
AOA (o)
7
7
7
T (o C)
-3
-5
-8
MVD (µm)
25
25
20
LWC (g/m3)
0.7
0.7
0.7
Uaccr (m/s)
15
15
10
Utest (m/s)
15
15
15

B. Numerical Simulation Setup – TURBICE.
TURBICE simulations were performed at VTT, Technical
Research Centre of Finland in order to compare the results of
the wind tunnel tests to a numerical ice accretion model. For
the air temperature only a constant value can be defined in the
simulation program. Hence, mixed ice simulation could not
be modeled. There are a number of other input parameters,
such as MVD, LWC, meteorological wind speed, rotating
speed of the wind turbine, pitch angle, air temperature, air
pressure and accretion time. These parameters were set to
ensure similar conditions as it was in the wind tunnel.
Since the MVD and LWC were only target values in the
wind tunnel tests, several scenarios were analyzed in
TURBICE and only the best fits are presented here. The input
parameters of the different tests are listed in TABLE III.
TABLE III INPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE PRESENTED TURBICE TESTS
Parameters
Glaze test 1.
Glaze test 2.
Rime test 1.
Rime test 2.
AOA (o)
7
7
7
7
MVD
25
30
25
25
(µm)
LWC
0.65
0.65
0.4
0.6
(g/m3)
Temp (oC)
-3
-3
-8
-8
Time
60
90
60
90
(min)
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C. Numerical Simulation Setup – Ansys Fluent.
CFD simulations are used to analyze numerically the
impacts of ice accretion on the flow behavior and on the
aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoil. As it was
mentioned before, the ice profiles were collected at the end of
the wind tunnel tests and were further analyzed by Ansys
Fluent. Since the ice profiles were collected from specific
locations, 2D models were done. The construction and
meshing of each model was done using Ansys Workbench.
The control volume around the blade was rectangular with
edges positioned at 50 chords length away in vertical
direction and 20 chords length from the horizontal direction
(cross flow). It was necessary to set the horizontal boundaries
further away to avoid any effect caused by these boundaries
on the flow around the airfoil.
An inflation layer was added to the mesh in order to
produce a structured, fine mesh in the vicinity of the airfoil to
achieve a better representation of the flow near the airfoil
surface. The first layer height is dependent on the surface
roughness, since the roughness height may not exceed it.
However, it was found that Ansys Fluent cannot properly
handle surface roughness; therefore it was not included in the
analysis. In TABLE IV, the setup of the inflation layer is
listed. The height of the first layer was set small enough to
ensure the validity of the log law.
TABLE IV SETUP OF INFLATION IN ANSYS MODEL
First layer height (m)
Nr. of layers of inflation layer
Growth rate

Clean
profile
1e-5
40
1.2

Glaze
ice test
1e-5
40
1.2

Mixed
ice test
1e-5
40
1.2

Rime
ice test
1e-5
35
1.2

In Fig. 2, an example of the mesh around the leading edge
is shown. An appropriate size was chosen for the
quadrilaterals so they can follow the complex curve of the ice
deposit.

model converges faster and easier than with the k-Ω SST
turbulence model. Therefore the first 500 iterations were done
by using Spalart-Allmaras model providing an initial guess
for the k- Ω SST turbulence model and achieving more stable
convergence. However, Chung and Addy [14] pointed out
that Spalart-Allmaras model is the best performing model
when simulating ice accretions; therefore that model was used
for the iced profiles.

IV. RESULTS
The above discussed simulations’ results are presented in
this section. It should be kept in mind that these values are
only valid for the set-up used in these particular tests.
A. Wind tunnel tests
The forces caused by the wind acting on the iced airfoil
along with the gravity force of ice were measured throughout
the accretion process. Based on these force measurements, it
was possible to calculate the lift and drag coefficient of the
continuously altered airfoil. The reduction of the lift
coefficient as a function of accretion time for the three
different ice types is shown in Fig. 3. As it is seen, first order
polynomials could be fitted to the points, thus the degradation
process is almost linear. Even though the accretion time was
only 60 minutes, significant changes were monitored. The lift
coefficient decreased the least, 22 % in case of rime ice tests
and most significant for mixed ice tests, 34 %. For the glaze
ice test, the degradation was 25 %.
The degradation is already visible after 5 minutes into the
accretion. This sudden drop seems to be more severe than the
one happened between 5 and 10 min. The slope of the drop in
the first 5 minutes is much steeper than of the polynomials
fitted to the points.

Fig. 2 Mesh around the iced leading edge in case of glaze iced airfoil. The
height of the first layer is 1e-5 m and there are 40 layers in the inflation layer.

During the simulation Spalart-Allmaras and k-Ω SST
turbulence models were used. It was found in previous studies
(e.g. Mortensen [13]) that the solution using Spalart-Allmaras

Fig. 3 Alteration of lift coefficient as a function of ice accretion time for 7o
AOA in case of glaze (*), mixed (.) and rime ice (x). The environmental
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conditions were the following: LWC~0.7
L
g/m3, MVD~25 for glaze and
MVD~20 for rime ice and Re~1e6.
mixed ice and M

An increase of drag forcee and hence aan increase of drag
cooefficient wass experienced during the tessts. This tendeency is
illustrated in F
Fig. 4. Similaarly to the innitial lift coeffficient
deegradation, rrapid increasee of drag ccoefficient caan be
obbserved in thee first five m
minutes. However, contrary to the
lift curves, the process doess not seem to slow down, ii.e. the
sllope of the iniitial increase ddoes not diffeer significantlyy from
thhe slope of thee fitted polynoomials. It is cllearly visible in
i Fig.
4 that the smaallest increasee of the dragg coefficient occurs
unnder rime ice conditions.

Inn Fig. 5, the collected ice profiles are shown. It cann be
seenn, that the sm
mallest ice depoosit was buildding up in casse of
the rime ice test w
while the largeest one in casee of the mixedd ice
test. The rime icce accreted onnly on the leaading edge off the
foil, whereas tthe other two types accumuulated also onn the
airfo
presssure side of tthe airfoil. Thee stagnation ppoint is quite cclear
in aall three cases (marked with orange circless in Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Collected ice profiles from thhe wind tunnel teests for α=7o afteer 60
mental conditions were the follow
wing:
minuutes of accretionn. The environm
U~15 m/s, LWC~0.7 g/m3, MVD~25 for glaze and mixxed ice and U~100m/s,
D~20 for rime icee. The orange circcles illustrates the stagnation pointss.
MVD

o

Fiig. 4 Alteration of drag coefficientt as a function off ice accretion tim
me for 7
A
AOA
in case of gglaze (*), mixed (.) and rime ice (x). The environmental
3
coonditions were thhe following: LW
WC~0.7 g/m , MV
VD~25 µm for gllaze and
m
mixed
ice and MVD
D~20 for rime icee and Re~1e6.

B. Numerical Sim
mulation – TU
URBICE
As it was mentiioned above, iit was only poossible to simuulate
conditions resultiing in glaze and rime ice accretion onn the
foil. The resullts are plottedd against the shapes collected
airfo
from
m the climaticc wind tunnel tests. Fig. 6 shows the ressults
from
m the glaze simulations. The red curvve represents the
proffile collected from the winnd tunnel forr LWC~0.7 gg/m3,
MV
VD~25 µm, the blue linne illustrates the result ffrom
TUR
RBICE with LWC~0.65 g/m
g 3, MVD~225 µm duringg 60
minnutes of accrettion time, whhereas the TURBICE resultts of
LW
WC~0.65 g/m3, MVD~30 µm
m and 90 minnutes of accreetion
timee are plotted inn green.
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C. Numerical Simulation – Ansys Fluent
The results of the numerical simulation with Ansys Fluent
are summarized in TABLE V. The relative change refers to
the reduction of lift coefficient of iced airfoil related to the lift
coefficient of the clean profile. As it can be read from the
table, mixed ice accretion caused the most significant
reduction of lift coefficient whereas the least was found for
rime ice.
TABLE V RESULTS OF NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS BY ANSYS FLUENT
Test
CL
Relative change [%]
Clean profile
1.01
Glaze iced profile
0.784
22
Mixed iced profile
0.762
25
Rime iced profile
0.831
18

Fig. 6 Ice profiles from both the wind tunnel (WT) test and TURBICE (T)
simulations for glaze ice. The red curve represents the profile collected
from the wind tunnel for LWC~0.7 g/m3, MVD~25 µm, the blue line
illustrates the result of LWC~0.65 g/m3, MVD~25 µm during 60 minutes
of accretion time, whereas the results of LWC~0.65 g/m3, MVD~30 µm
and 90 minutes of accretion time plotted in green.

In Fig. 8, the velocity vectors colored by the velocity
magnitude around the leading edge of the clean airfoil are
shown. The color-range represents the flow speed around the
airfoil ranging from 0 to 22m/s (blue to red). It can be seen
that the incoming velocity decreases to 0 m/s at the stagnation
point (represented by blue arrows) and speeds up at the
suction side. The flow around the airfoil is rather smooth and
well attached.

In Fig. 7, the results of the rime ice test are shown. The red
curve represents the profile collected from the wind tunnel for
LWC~0.7 g/m3, MVD~20 µm, the blue line illustrates the
result from TURBICE of LWC~0.4 g/m3, MVD~25 µm
during 60 minutes of accretion time, whereas the results of
LWC~0.6 g/m3, MVD~25 µm and 90 minutes of accretion
time from TURBICE are plotted in green.

Fig. 8 Velocity vectors colored by the velocity magnitude (m/s) around the
clean airfoil for inlet velocity 14 m/s and α=7o. The color-range from 0 to 22
m/s.

In Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 the velocity vectors colored by
the velocity magnitude around the leading edge of the iced
airfoil is shown for glaze, mixed and rime ice, respectively. It
can be seen that the ice deposit in each case disturbs the flow
quite significantly. SP1 and SP2 illustrated the flow
separation points at the suction and pressure side,
respectively.
Fig. 7 Ice profiles from both the wind tunnel (WT) test and TURBICE (T)
simulations for rime ice. The red curve represents the profile collected from
the wind tunnel for LWC~0.7 g/m3, MVD~20 µm, the blue line illustrates the
result of LWC~0.4 g/m3, MVD~25 µm during 60 minutes of accretion time,
whereas the results of LWC~0.6 g/m3, MVD~25 µm and 90 minutes of
accretion time plotted in green.
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Fiig. 9 Velocity veectors colored by the velocity maggnitude (m/s) aroound the
gllaze iced airfoil ffor inlet velocity 14 m/s and α=7o. The color-rangee from 0
too 22 m/s. SP1 andd SP2 illustrated the flow separattion points at the suction
annd pressure side, respectively.
r

A large separration bubble iis formed behiind the leadingg edge
seeparation poinnt 1 (SL1) on the suction sidde of the airfooil, see
Fig. 9.
mixed ice depposit, a peak (SP1) was formed
f
In case of m
arround the staggnation point, which reducees the flow sppeed at
thhe suction sidee (see Fig. 10). A “nose” shhaped ice form
mation
caan be also seeen around thee stagnation pooint, which w
was not
seeen in case of the other two types of ice siimulations.

Fiig. 10 Velocity vectors colored byy the velocity magnitude (m/s) aroound the
m
mixed
iced airfoil for
f inlet velocity 14 m/s. The colorr-range from 0 to 22 m/s.
SP
P1 and SP2 illustrrated the flow sepparation points att the suction and pressure
p
side, respectively.

At the suctionn side in Fig. 11, the accreeted rime ice ccaused
sm
mall disturbannce on the flow pattern, com
mpared to thee clean
aiirfoil. Howevver, multiple local separattion points ccan be
foound on the suuction side (m
marked with redd circles), whiich are
caausing lower slightly lowerr velocity zonnes compared to the
cllean profile.

Fig. 11 Velocity vecttors colored by thhe velocity magniitude (m/s) arounnd the
m/s and α=7o. Thee color-range from
m 0 to
rime iced airfoil for innlet velocity 14 m
m/s. SP2 illustraated the flow seeparation points at the pressure side,
22 m
wherreas there are mu
multiple separationn points marked by red circles aat the
suctiion side.

At the
t pressure side, small recirculation zonnes can be spootted
behind the ice peaaks (SL2) for each ice tests..
V. DISCUSSION
A. Wind Tunnel Tests
Thhe results of the wind tuunnel tests shhows that the lift
coeffficient decreaased whereas the drag coeefficient increaased
for all three ice types (see F
Fig. 3 and Fiig. 4). The same
mentioned in the
conclusion was drawn in thhe studies m
Intrroduction. How
wever, Jasinskki et al. [5] shoowed that in some
casees of rime ice accretion, thee lift coefficiennt increased. T
This
behavior was noot experiencedd during the ttests presentedd in
this paper.
It can be observved from Fig. 3 that the inittial degradatioon in
the first 5 minutes is highly siggnificant in eacch test, and heence
would follow this trend, thhe lift degradaation
if thhe reduction w
wouuld be much m
more severe. T
The immediatee reduction off lift
coeffficient was caaused by the changed
c
surfacce roughness, as it
wass also shown bby e.g. Lynch and
a Khodadouust [15].
It can be also nnoticed in Fig.. 3, that the diifference betw
ween
the immediate redduction of lift coefficient foor the differentt ice
typees is not siggnificant, whhich indicatess that the innitial
degradation is inndependent of the ice formaation type forr the
sam
me angle of attaack.
It was also foound that thee least lift deecrease and ddrag
incrrease were cauused by rime ice accretionn. It is becausse in
casee of rime ice,, the water drroplets freeze on impact att the
leadding edge and this deposit acts as an extennded leading eedge
caussing less flow
w disturbance. For glaze andd mixed ice, soome
of thhe droplets diid not freeze oon the surface but ran off allong
the airfoil and freeeze aft, whichh resulted in larger iced surrface
areaa (see Fig. 5)), and thus m
more disturbedd flow field. The
mixxed ice profilee had the highest negative influence onn the
flow
w and thereforre it caused thee highest lift ddegradation.
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B. Numerical Simulation – TURBICE
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 shows the results of TURBICE analyses
for both rime and glaze ice together with the wind tunnel
results for comparison. The TURBICE profiles and the
profiles from the wind tunnel tests were not identical;
however, they were in good agreement considering the
circumstance that LWC and MVD are not known in the wind
tunnel experiment. This leads to that these parameters could
not be set accurately for the TURBICE simulation. Since it
was not possible to measure LWC and MVD accurately in the
wind tunnel, it was not possible to set the correct values in
TURBICE. This could be a reason for the differences.
Some of the TURBICE tests used 90 minutes accretion
time, which is longer than the duration of the wind tunnel
tests. However, this should not be a major issue, because it
was seen that the ice build-up is a nearly linear process.
Therefore it can be assumed that the shape of an ice profile
accreted in 60 minutes is similar to the one presented here.
C. Numerical Simulation – Ansys Fluent.
The trend of the reduction of lift coefficients agrees quite
well with the wind tunnel test results. However, the relative
degradation was found to be lower than it was for the
experiments. The reason could be that with the contour
tracing method, the small changes of surface roughness could
not be documented therefore they were not implemented in
the numerical analysis.
It was seen that the glaze and mixed ice formations caused
the most flow disturbance. The sharp edges at the suction side
seen in both Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 led to a speed up, which
caused a large separation bubble especially in case of glaze
ice. In case of rime iced profile, the flow followed a similar
pattern as it was observed for the clean airfoil and comparing
Fig. 11 and Fig. 8, the magnitude of the velocity did not differ
significantly from the clean profile. For all three cases, there
were some vortex formations noticed behind the ice peaks at
the pressure side causing recirculation zones, which lead to
some flow disturbance and retardation. However, it seems
that they do not have a large influence on the change of the
overall leading edge aerodynamics.
VI. CONCLUSION
Both experimental and numerical analyses have been
performed to study the effect of glaze, rime and mixed ice
accretion on the aerodynamics of an iced NACA 64-618
profile for 7o angle of attack. The experiments were carried
out in a climatic wind tunnel, and for the numerical analyses,
TURBICE ice accretion model and Ansys Fluent were used to
verify the findings from the wind tunnel tests.
During the wind tunnel tests, the aerodynamic forces were
monitored as ice was building up on the surface. Similarly to
other studies and also to the numerical investigation, lift
coefficient was found to decrease and drag coefficient
increased as ice accreted. These processes were found to be
nearly linear.

Mixed ice formation caused the most severe lift coefficient
reduction, whereas the least was found for rime ice. The
largest ice deposit accreted on the profile in case of mixed ice
and thus the largest disturbance was seen here. The flow
around the rime iced ice profile followed a pattern similar to
the streamlines around the clean profile, hence causing low
disturbance.
The ice accretion model TURBICE was used to estimate ice
profiles for similar conditions as it was set in the wind tunnel.
These profiles agree, considering the limitations of known
experimental boundary conditions, fairly with the profiles
produced during the wind tunnel testing.
It can be concluded that significant lift reduction and thus
power production loss can be achieved even in the first hour
of ice accretion.
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